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ABSTRACT

A multichannel system for measuring the electron cyclotron emission from JET

has been designed and constructed. The design criteria are briefly outlined

and the system is described. Some typical results obtained with the first

operational channel during the November-December 1983 operating period of JET

are presented.

1.Introduction

The new generation of large tokamaks.eg JET, pose new challenges and offer

new possibilities for electron cyclotron emission (ECE) as a diagnostic tool.

The plasmas are physically large, will achieve parameter ranges not

previously investigated (in particular high T ) and, and in the case of TFTR

and JET, will operate with tritium. Operation with tritium requires that

any equipment close to the torus must be capable of withstanding high levels

of radiation and of being maintained with remote handling equipment. These

considerations substantially effect the design of ECE systems for the new

tokamaks.

The primary objective of the spatial scan ECE diagnostic on JET is to

determine the space and time dependence of the electron temperature (T ) in

the poloidal cross section. This is the first time an attempt has been made

to determine two-dimensional temperature information using ECE. Good time

and space resolution are required: the design figures are < 10ms, and

•v- 10cm respectively; in addition, good accuracy is required on the derived
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temperature values - the ultimate aim is to determine temperatures

absolutely to ± 10%.

Since the measurement system will be in operation for the entire lifetime of

JET, considerable flexibility is required so that advantage can be taken of

developments in ECE diagnostic techniques. This flexibility has been provided

in the JET system by using an array of different measurement instruments.

This paper concentrates on the design and implementation of the JET ECE

Spatial Scan Diagnostic. First results of its operation on JET are

presented. A fuller discussion of the design criteria of the diagnostics

can be found in III, and further details of several aspects of the system are

given in /2,3,4/.

2. System Description

The principal components of the diagnostic are shown in Figure 1 : ten

antennae mounted inside the JET torus, ten individual quartz vacuum windows,

a multichannel oversized waveguide transmission system, an array of

rapid-scan Michelson and Fabry-Perot interferometers using liquid helium

cooled indium antimonide detectors, and control and data acquisition

electronics. The antennae are fabricated from the same material as the JET

vacuum chamber, ie inconnel. They are arranged so that radiation is

collected from the plasma along ten different chords in the poloidal

cross-section (Fig 2), and have been designed for optimum spatial resolution

at right-angles to the line of sight (ie minimum spot size). The crystal

quartz windows are wedge shaped to minimise variations in the transmission

due to interference effects and are bonded into bakeable seals. The

transmission system is made from oversized S-band aluminium waveguide with

mitre bends. Its function is to transmit the ECE radiation from the JET Torus

to the measuring instruments located in the JET Diagnostic Hall, behind the

biological shielding wall. The waveguide for each channel is approximately

35m long with ^10 bends. Careful design, minimising ohmic attenuation and

mode conversion losses, has resulted in a measured transmission of ^15% at

150 GHz /2/.

On each channel a wire grid polarizer mounted close to the torus allows

selection of either the extraordinary or ordinary mode. The system will



incorporate a mode filter close to the torus for antenna pattern control.

Development of the mode filter is still in progress, but it is likely that it

will be either a short length of fundamental waveguide, or a section of

groove guide. More details of the transmission system are given in /2/.

The spectrometer array consists of five rapid-scan Michelson interferometers

and six scanning Fabry-Perot interferometers. Four of the Michelsons are low

amplitude scan devices capable of measuring the emission in the range

90<f<600 GHz with a frequency resolution <v» 10 GHz and a time resolution

^15ms. The fifth Michelson is a large amplitude scan device capable of

measuring the spectrum in the range 40 <f< 600 GHz with a frequency

resolution V3GHz and a time resolution ^15 ms. The Fabry-Perots can be

operated in either of two modes: scanning or static. In the scanning mode

they measure the spectrum of the emission in limited regions of the spectrum,
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Figure 1. Schematic of the JET ECE Spatial Scan Diagnostic showing the

principal components of the system.
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Figure 2. Poloidal cross-section of the JET plasma showing the 9 observation
chords along which second harmonic extraordinary mode emission
•measurements will be made. The effect of plasma refraction is in-
cluded in the calculated ray-paths shown assuming a typical JET
density. The tenth chord, for first harmonic ordinary mode emis-
sion measurements lies in the horizontal mid-plane.

eg 100 <f<180 GHz with a frequency resolution of ^5 GHz and a time resolution
%

< 3ms. In the static mode they measure the time dependence of the emission

at fixed frequencies with a time resolution limited by the detector bandwidth

and signal-to-noise considerations. The InSb detectors have an n.e.p.

^ 1 x 10~12 W Hz"'5 and a bandwidth ^500 kHz. The 6-channei detector

cryostats have a liquid helium hold time ̂ 1 week.

Many functions of the system can be controlled and monitored through the JET

Control and Data Acquisition System (CODAS). Automatic data acquisition (by

CODAS) records about 500k words of data for the full system per plasma pulse.

Sophisticated control and data acquisition software has been developed and,

in addition, there are special codes for interpreting the ECE data. These



codes take into account effects such as refraction and the finite poloidal

magnetic field which become particularly important for the :wo-dimensional

tempe' .Lire measurement. They are described in more detail in /3/.

The system is intended to be flexible - virtually any instrument can be put

on any measurement channel. In the first instance the low resolution

Michelsons will be installed on the horizontal channels above and below the

equatorial plane, and used to measure the extraordinary mode emission (for

the determination of T using the emission at the second harmonic of the

cyclotron frequency). The high resolution Michelson will be installed on the

channel positioned precisely in the equatorial plane and used to measure the

ordinary mode emission (for the determination of T using the emission in the

fundamental of the cyclotron frequency). The Fabry-Perots will be used to

measure the emission in the oblique channels. In this '.jay sufficient

information should be obtained to construct the contours of constant

electron temperature in the poloidal cross-section.

3.Present Operating Channels

Thus far all of the antennae have been installed in the JET torus, and two

channels of the transmission system have been installed and commissioned.

One channel collects radiation emitted in the extraordinary mode along a line

of sight 13 cm below the equatorial plane (Fig 2). This channel is fitted

with one of the low resolution Michelson interferometers. It has been

absolutely calibrated using a new large area hot source developed and

characterized at NPL. We estimate the calibration is accurate to ±20% on the

absolute level, while the relative spectral shape is determined to ±10%.

More details of the calibration are given in M/. No mode filter is

presently installed on this channel, but antenna pattern measurements at

lOOGHz indicate an acceptance angle -v+3",which suggests that efficient mode

filtering is being carried out by the Michelson/detector system. The data

acquisition presently acquires about 160 individual spectra per plasma pulse

at pr«-set times.

The second channel collects radiation emitted in the equatorial plane. It is

being used for a variety of studies including preliminary measurements with

one of the Fabry-Perot interferometers.



4. F i r s t Results

An extensive range of measurements was made with the f i r s t operational

channel, during the November - December 1983 operating period of JET. At

th i s time the main JET parameters were: toroidal f i e ld B,_ < 2.6T, plasma

current I < 3.0 MA, horizontal plasma dimension 2a ^ 2m, mean electron

density n ^ 3 x 1019 m~3, T < 3 keV (determined by ECE). Measurements were

made of the time and frequency dependence of the emission with the low

f fr
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FJgure 3. A typical extraordinary mode emission spectrum (in the range 60 -

240GHz) from a JET plasma with a central toroidal field of 2.55T.

resolution Michelson interferometer. A typical measured spectrum is shown in

Fig 3. From the measurements the time and space dependence of the electron

temperature was determined using the conventional frequency to space

transformation. Since emission in the second harmonic was employed, harmonic

overlap /I/ limits the region over which the temperature can be determined

unambiguously to 2.8 < R < 4.2m (where R is the major radius co-ordinate).

At full operation JET plasmas fill the region 1.7 < R < 4.2m and so just over

half the electron temperature profile was measured. At any point the

temperature information is averaged over a volume ̂  15cm (FWHM) along the

line of sight and % 15cm (FWHM) perpendicular to the line of sight.
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Fig A shows a measured electron temperature profile compared with the magnetic

flux surfaces in the plasma determined by the JET magnetics diagnostics and

equilibrium codes. Fig 5 shows a three dimensional plot of all the

temperature profiles obtained on an early 3MA JET pulse.

A wide variety of profile shapes was measured during this operating period,

varying from peaked through flat to hollow. In some cases all three types

were observed during a single JET discharge. Assymetries and structure in the

.profile have also apparently been observed but these have usually been

smaller than the experimental uncertainty (±10%). It is therefore not clear

whether they are real. Improvements in calibration techniques and hardware

are required, and appropriate development work is in progress.

The ECE data has been used extensively in the confinement studies on JET. It

has also been found to be of considerable use in the optimization of the

discharge - the exact form of the profile at early times (<ls) can be

important in determining subsequent discharge behaviour. Further extensive

use of the diagnostic for this purpose is expected.

5. Conclusions

A multichannel system for measuring the electron cyclotron emission from JET

has been designed and constructed. The system employs scanning Michelson and

Fabry-Perot interferometers. Two channels of the system have been installed

and commissioned and measurements of the emission are now being made

routinely. From the measurements the time and space dependence of the

electron temperature profile is determined in the range 2.8 <R< 4.2m. The

accuracy in the measurement is estimated as ±20% on the absolute level and

±10% on the relative profile shape. The measurements have been used
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Figure 4. A measured ECE electron temperature profile compared with a

magnetic flux surfaces in the plasma (derived from magnetic

measurements). Vertical error bars on the temperature profile

indicate the uncertainty in the profile shape (±10%). There is

also an uncertainty of ±20% in the absolute level of the

temperature.
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Figure 5. Three dimensional plot showing the developments of the electron

temperature profile during the first 6 seconds of an early 3MA JET

pulse. Plasma start-up occurs at t = 4P s,

extensively in the confinement studies on JET and in the plasma optimization.

The remaining channels will be installed in late 1984 and the full

two-dimensional measurement capability should become available early in 1985.
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